Intermediate Paragraph Correction 2

Directions: Read the passage below. Then answer questions about errors in the passage.

Jaime 1) been applying for full-time jobs for several months. 2) The last week he received a call from the Human Resources director at a computer software 3) company the HR director asked Jaime 4) could he fly to Chicago for a job interview. The company offered to pay for Jaime’s plane ticket to Chicago, so that he will not have to pay for it himself. Jamie agreed to come for the interview.

Since then, Jaime has been busy collecting 5) information about the company. He also went shopping for a new 6) suit. Jaime and his wife have been rehearsing answers to possible interview questions, so that Jaime will be 7) good and ready his best. Jaime is nervous about the interview, but 8) his looking forward to working at a new place.

1)  
A. have been applying  
B. has been applying  
C. have applying  
D. has applied

2)  
A. Last week  
B. On last week  
C. The week last  
D. Both A and C are correct.

3)  
A. company, The  
B. company - the  
C. company. The  
D. company! The

4)  
A. if he could fly  
B. if could he fly  
C. whether he could fly  
D. Both A and C are correct.

5)  
A. informates  
B. information  
C. imformation  
D. informashun  
E. Correct as is

6)  
A. suit.  
B. siut.  
C. suet.  
D. sewt.

7)  
A. good.  
B. smart and ready.  
C. prepared.  
D. studious.  
E. Correct as is

8)  
A. he’s  
B. he is  
C. he will be  
D. Both A and B are correct.